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Series 2, Episode 2(10): The Fatso Joked
It's another day on the little island Dumb-Isle, and in the house of Wario-Ware-Man and his siblings
everything's like usual, like watching TV and so on. VARIO however seems to have other plans for this
day; he's standing in front of the mirror in the bathroom, spraying himself will all kinds of perfumes.
"Gotta admit I kinda HATE having to do this, but like they say; if you want your day to succeed, you've
gotta smell good as well." VARIO said and puts away the perfume bottles. He then takes their electric
shaver and trims the pointy ends of his moustache with it. He then takes another look at himself in the
mirror.
"Hah, perfect!" said VARIO with proudness over his moustache. After he's done with his stuff he walks out
of the bathroom. While on his way to the kitchen he passes by the living room where Wario-Ware-Man and
Warrio are sitting doing their own things. They certainly don't like the smell coming from VARIO, causing
them both to hold their noses.
"Oh my garlic!! Where is that stench coming from?!!" Warrio shouted.
"I don't know, but... *sniff sniff* Er... If I'm right about it, the smell must be coming from VARIO! Heck,
even your parrot seems to have had enough of it!" Wario-Ware-Man said and points to the cage where
Warrio's parrot sits on his peg with a clothespin on his beak.
"VARIO!!" Warrio called to him.
"Yes Warrio?" VARIO asked.
"Why on earth have you put so much perfume on yourself?!" Warrio said.
"Um... well, basically I've been invited to a rich raccoon family's house for dinner..." VARIO said.
"Oh, is that why? ... gotta wonder why so much perfume would be needed for that." Warrio said and shrugs
it all off as nothing too special.
"Well, it's because their daughter, Tailine, have asked me specifically to come over." VARIO said.
"Oh really??" Warrio said.
"And when did she ask you that?" Wario-Ware-Man asked him.
"Yesterday, to be brief. Anyhow, I was just simply out walking, and on my way back home I met up with
that girl. She was first to greet me, and I just said "hi" in response. After introducing ourselves to each
other she then asked me if I would like to come over to her home next day for dinner, wanting to have
someone else with her for a change, and... well, that's how it happened." VARIO said.
"Ok... so basically, you're now suddenly starting to have a date, with someone we don't even know enough
about??" Warrio said.
"Um, I don't think it has anything to do with a date, Warrio. I think that Tailine fellow has probably met
with VARIO and just wants to know him a little more, hence why he's been invited over. It doesn't
neccessarily have to mean that there'll be a date." Wario-Ware-Man told Warrio.
"Oh, NOW I think get it. It's just a simple dinner party! ... only thing I'm a bit grumpy over is I haven't
been invited over to that family's house for dinner." Warrio said to himself and goes back to watch the TV.

VARIO is standing by the window in the kitchen keeping a lookout for the mail-delivering Dumb-Crow,
because he has ordered himself a formal suit to wear at the dinner.
"Grr... when is that dumb fellow coming?? I haven't got all day for my package to be delivered!" VARIO
said while looking at the clock on the wall, tapping his foot impatiently. After a few minutes he hears the
mailman coming. Meanwhile, the mail-delivering Dumb-Crow has just gotten off his mail-bicycle to check
the street number on the Wario bros' mailbox.
"Duu-hah! 89 it is. This must be the Wario bros' street number." the Mail-Dumb-Crow said and goes to his
mail-bicycle and opens the back doors. He looks for the box which corresponds to the street number, and
eventually finds it and takes it out. VARIO then strolls out of the house to see if his delivery has arrived.
"Ah, you must be the one who ordered this, am I right?" the Mail-Dumb-Crow said and hands VARIO the
box.
"You sure bet it was me! And just in time as well!" an overjoyed VARIO said and waves at the mailman for
delivering it in time, with the mailman doing the same as the latter drives off on his bike. As VARIO is
about to head back in with his box he spots something unusual on their mailbox.
"Sigh... for how long has this street number plate been upside down?? This better have to be fixed
someday." VARIO said and puts it back up so it reads "68". After VARIO's gone inside however the plate
falls upside down again, showing that one of the screws holding it in place has gone missing.
Elsewhere, the Mail-Dumb-Crow is now at street number 89, which is the home of the magician. He looks
at the last remaining package, but it says 68 instead of 89.
"Duuh-oh... Looks like I've made some mistake here! ..." said the Mail-Dumb Crow in shock. Indeed, he
has in fact mixed the two street numbers up! While he ponders over this little dilemma, back in the house
of Wario bros VARIO has just opened the box. After putting on his new formal suit he wipes the arm of it,
but while he does so tiny sparkles appears, but nothing else seems to happen.
"Hm. Weird... since when did a formal suit ever sparkle?! Ah well, it might just be my own imagination."
VARIO said and puts the hat on top of his head. He then looks at the photo of Tailine that the latter gave
him.
"Well, I know this isn't gonna be a date or anything, but... I have a feeling, that if something stupid
happens, then it's all gonna go bad..." VARIO doubted and starts feeling nervous.
"Oh no, NO doubts here Mr. VARIO! You promised that girl to come over, and so should you go there!"
VARIO said after getting himself together. He takes a second look at the photo in his hand again.
"I'm pretty certain all is gonna go well. I mean, it's just some dinner! What exactly could go wrong?"
VARIO said with profound confidence and heads outside to get his Wario-Bike.
A little while later VARIO is now driving in the city, and he's in deep thought over how his day will end.
"Sure is gonna be fairly interesting for me to see how Tailine's parents are like. Who knows, maybe they're
more than welcoming of someone like me, or maybe they expect visitors and persons invited to their home
to show some form of standard and etiquette... again, it's hard for me to be absolutely sure, because I
haven't even met them before... anyhow, I really wonder how this day of mine will turn out like..." VARIO
said to himself as he keeps driving, not even looking WHERE he's driving.
A bit further away an police officer Dumb-Crow are patrolling the city roads. VARIO doesn't even notice
that he's about to drive into the police officer just in front of him.

"Hunh... Aaah!!" VARIO yelled as he sees the police officer and tries to put on the brakes. It's too late
however; VARIO ends up driving into the back of the police officer. The officer blows on his whistle in
response and puts VARIO down on the ground.
"Alright road hog! You've just broke one of the rules of traffic safety. Let me see your biker license, or end
up being beaten by me!" the police officer demanded. VARIO reaches into his pockets to get his biker
license, but instead pulls out a bunch of cards. The police officer just simply stands there, confused.
"Hm. This isn't what I expected to see... anyhow, maybe your license's in there..." the police officer said
and picks one of the cards. He's rather frustrated to see that it's just a trick card.
"Not a stupid card! I wanna see your biker license!!" the police officer yelled to VARIO.
"Alright alright, calm down!" VARIO said and reaches into his pocket again. This time he pulls out a
Wario-nose. The officer's even more confused.
"I... I can hardly believe what I'm seeing now." the officer said and starts rubbing his eyes. VARIO tries his
hardest to find his biker license, but the next thing he pulls out are just a bouqet of flowers, and a glass of
water.
"Wha... very strange. I... I-I'm sure I've got my license in there somewhere!" VARIO said and keeps
rooting around in his pocket. Instead of his biker license, a Woodster appears in his hand.
"Duuuh..." the Woodster said.
"Oh, em... since when did a Woodster fit into my pocket like that??" VARIO said in complete confusion.
The police officer just smiles and pulls out a pair of handcuffs.
"Your biker license, or I'll handcuff you and... well, you know very well where you'll end up in that case!"
the officer said.
"Er... honestly, I have no idea where my biker license could be!" VARIO shrugged. Out of his right arm
emerges an magician's stick. VARIO shakes it to find out what happens. The police officer suddenly
vanishes and VARIO's bike appears in his place. VARIO's even more confused now.
"What the..." was all VARIO could say. He lifts up the walking spot where people walk over the road to
see if he's under there. He can't see him anywhere though.
"Right, so the guy just simply disappeared and... and are nowhere to be seen... Phew... that means I can
simply continue on then!" VARIO said and gets up on his bike again and drives off to the raccoon family's
house. While on his way to their home VARIO encounters Priscilla who happen to be walking along the
street.
"But hey, isn't that the shy little chick I and my other siblings saw sometime ago??" VARIO said to
himself. Priscilla notices VARIO and shouts out to him.
"Hi VARIO! Over here!!" Priscilla shouted. VARIO stops his bike right where Priscilla is.
"Sure has been a while since we last met. What are you doing around here??" VARIO asked her.
"Well, I'm just out for some sightseeing. And maybe to eventually make some sort of discovery. Where are
YOU going though?" Priscilla asked.
"Ah, I'm off to some raccoon family for dinner with their daughter, Tailine." VARIO said.

"Oh, ok." Priscilla said.
"How's your pals doing by the way?" asked VARIO.
"Oh, just fine. We still make a great team to this day I have to admit, despite our differences. Some strange
things have happened recently though, like me or one of the other girls growing big and so on. At one point
I even had my best friend Calimero trapped in my own diamond necklace, where I could look down at him
and adore him for a very long time..." Priscilla said while blushing at her memory of Calimero being stuck
inside her necklace.
"Oh, alright. For how long did that moment last?" VARIO asked her.
"A fair long while actually. For about 3 weeks to be precise. But at some point we really had to get him out
of the diamond. It wasn't easy, but in the end we managed to get Calimero out of it without breaking the
necklace. Despite this, I still miss having him inside of it..." Priscilla said as a few tears starts falling down
from her face.
"Aw, no need to start sobbing... you may very well have your chance again someday, I'm pretty sure of
that!" VARIO said and pats Priscilla on the back.
"Aw, that's so sweet of you to say VARIO!" Priscilla said and hugs him.
"Oh, er... Well, you're welcome." was all VARIO could say. After about a minute or so Priscilla then let's
go of VARIO.
"You're right. My opportunity may one day come back again..." Priscilla said.
"I'm sorry, but I really have to hurry right now, or that Tailine woman might become impatient having to sit
around and wait for me all day!" VARIO said and gets back up on his bike again.
"Alright. Do tell me though... is it a date you're going to have, or...?" Priscilla asked.
"Naw. Tailine just wants to get to know me more, and maybe... well, maybe it'll lead to something... but a
date it certainly isn't, I can assure you of that." VARIO replied.
"Ok, I was just curious. Hope your day will be a good one!" Priscilla said.
"Right, thanks. I hope so as well..." VARIO said and starts driving off again. Later VARIO is now outside
the house of the raccoon family. Their daughter, Tailine, spots VARIO from her bedroom window and
rushes out of the house to meet him.
"Ah, finally you arrived! What took you so long?" Tailine asked.
"Well, someone I met before happened to see me driving along the road, so I had to stop for a moment to
chat with her. And to clarify, she's just a friend, nothing else." VARIO said.
"Oh, ok. So, are you ready for our first day together?" Tailine said while flirting with VARIO.
"Goulp... w-well, it depends... I better hope there's no sort of love-making in the plans or anything..."
VARIO nervously said. Tailine then goes over to him.
"Aw come on, there's no such stuff planned from my side. No need to be all nervous." Tailine said.
"Phew... I'm more than relieved to hear that." VARIO said.

"One thing you should be aware of though; do NOT try to do any sort of monkey stuff in front of my
parents. Promise me VARIO? You're not the type who would do such things, are you?" Tailine said.
VARIO straightens his back and hat and promises to Tailine that nothing odd will be happening.
"You can trust me! I would never do such a thing." VARIO said.
"Good. Then we're ready to head inside I suppose." Tailine said. Before they head into the house however
she spots something peeking out of VARIO's chest pocket.
"Tsk tsk... you really shouldn't let things peek out of your pocket like that." Tailine said and starts pulling
the thing out. The more she pulls on the thing though the longer it gets.
"Woow... never would I think such a long bit of textile could fit inside my pocket." VARIO said to himself,
being a bit surprised at the sight. Tailine eventually gets the extremely long thing out, and it is indeed
pretty loong, almost reaching up to her waist.
"Don't pull off any magic tricks now! Didn't we just agree on that a moment earlier?" Tailine reminded
VARIO once again.
"Well, um... ah whatever, I won't do it again, ok?" VARIO said while shrugging his shoulders. VARIO and
Tailine then head into the house. In front of them stands her parents; her mother looks almost like her
daughter, only a couple years older. Her father though is much older than her mother, having a bald head
and wears big, twirly goggles.
"Alright, mom and dad. This is VARIO." Tailine said to her parents.
"Pleased to meet ya!" VARIO said and lifts the hat off his head, but a pidgeon comes out of it which makes
Tailine shriek a little.
"Oops... where'd that thing come from?" VARIO asked himself. After saying his thing more pidgeons then
come out of his hat, all of them deciding to sit on top of the hat of Tailine's mother.
"Ah well, what can I say? I like pidgeons more than anything else." Tailine's mother said while adoring all
the pidgeons sitting on her hat. Tailine's father just chuckles at it all. Just then a miniature version of Wario
pops out of VARIO's chest pocket.
"Waa-ha-ha-ha-haa! I think I smell riches in here, and garlic!!" said the mini Wario. VARIO is quick to
spot it though and hides it inside his hat.
"There... now, I hope nothing else will happen..." VARIO said to himself. Tailine's father then walks over
to VARIO. At first VARIO thinks he's going to punch him, but he simply wants to shake his hand.
"Phew. I thought you was gonna give me the fist there for the moment..." VARIO said in relief.
"Of course I wouldn't, especially not to a gentleman like you." the father said.
"Alright. If you say so..." VARIO said and shakes hand with the father, but as he does so comes a whole
bunch of creatures out of the arm of his suit; bunnies, giraffes, elephants, boats, flying saucers, and even a
gigantic Wario Nose, all scaring poor Tailine. The very last thing to appear is the mini version of Wario
that was seen earlier.
"Hey lady. How about some booger?" the Mini Wario said and began picking his nose in front of her.
"Aiiiiee!!" shrieked Tailine in terror.

"Hmpf. Talk about hyper-sensitive... Whatever, I'm done here. I'll just go to the kitchen and look for some
garlic now..." the Mini Wario said and leaves the room.
Over to VARIO and the father, they've just finished shaking hands now. After seeing all those creatures fly
out of VARIO's arm though he decides to take a look inside of it.
"How in the world did all those creatures fit inside the arm of your suit??" the father asked him.
"Er... I-I don't know. But in some way they seem to have ended up there, heh heh..." VARIO told the father
and walks over to where Tailine stands.
"Um... say Tailine, did I..." VARIO tried to speak to her, but she just turns her back at him.
"Hmpf. Don't you bother talking to me, you trickster..." Tailine said angrily.
"Is that so? Well... time for my little backup I suppose." VARIO said and pulls out a ring box from his
pocket.
"Oh, VARIO... Is it for me?" Tailine said in delight and takes a closer look at it. The ring box opens up and
out of it comes a tiny dynamite. With the camera now focused on VARIO, an explosion is heard. The
camera pans out to reveal Tailine having her face blown by his present.
"Whoops... heh heh... must've been one of those fake ring boxes again..." VARIO said and pulls out the
REAL ring box out of his suit and puts the ring on her finger.
"Hrm... I'm not the slightest amused..." Tailine said to herself.
"I'll promise not to play magic tricks again. Believe me, from now on NO monkey business shall ever
happen!" VARIO said with confidence.
Later it's time for the dinner. While everyone else at the table eat their food with ease, VARIO keeps
having trouble with even getting started. Despite his best efforts to keep hold of his knife and fork, he
always drops them under the table.
"Darn it, it's the 10th time this happens!" VARIO said and gets down under the table to try and retrieve his
fork and knife. But when he does so lots of spoons, forks, and knifes suudenly fly out of VARIO's suit.
"Aiiee!!" Tailine started shrieking, being frightened over what's going on at this moment.
"Everyone take cover!!" Tailine's father said, and they all start try avoiding them by ducking or generally
getting out of the way. After getting his knife and fork again VARIO then sits on his chair again, but has
his back stung by one of the forks that flew out of his suit just a moment ago.
"Yeoow!! What's that..." VARIO said and picks up the fork he just sat on.
"Where'd this thing come from??" VARIO said to himself and looks around only to see loads of knifes,
forks, and spoons all around the table and the entire room.
"Ok, weird... Where'd all these things even come from?!!" VARIO said.
"Don't you even try, VARIO. You should be ashamed of yourself for this prank you just pulled off!" an
angry Tailine scolded him.
"What?? What is it that I have done??" VARIO said, not knowing how all this happened.

VARIO takes a look at his formal suit and reflects on earlier events, and starts believing it might have been
responsible for this latest incident and takes it off and hangs it on his chair, even taking off his hat just to
be on the safe side.
"Hmpf... I'm not sure if we really approve of this style of yours." the father said to VARIO in disgust.
"Well, sorry. But I'm afraid you have to deal with this for now... now, would any of you be nice and hand
me the bowl of garlic?" VARIO said and asks them to hand him the garlic bowl.
After the dinner VARIO are now serving Tailine's mother. As he keeps flapping the fan over her head a
glass of martini then appears.
"Ah, now that's something else for change! At last something good is finally coming out of this suit!"
VARIO said and grabs the martini and hands it over to the mother. Before she can even drink it however
the mini Wario appears again, bathing in the martini glass.
"What...?" the mother said upon seeing the mini Wario. The mini Wario then opens his mouth and let's out
a loud belch in front of her. Finding this kind of fun, she then thinks about doing the same thing.
"Well then, let's see if my belching outmatches yours..." the mother said and prepares to unleash her
biggest belch.
"BUUURP!!" she let out the loudest belch anyone's ever heard. The mini Wario just drops his jaw, not
expecting something like this to come from her.
"Er... seriously now... w-weren't you supposed to start shrieking after I let out my burp??!" the mini Wario
said.
"Naw, that would be far too standard for someone like me to do. And, even if you've been bathing in my
martini, I'll drink it anyway!" the mother said and takes a sip of the martini. Feeling that his job is finished
by now, the mini Wario simply jumps down from the martini glass and goes to find his way out of the
house.
"Eww, talk about a mother who likes taking risks with her martini... anyway, I better go now before
anything worse happens..." VARIO said to himself and is about to head out of the living room, but is
startled when he sees an very ticked off Tailine in front of him, making him drop his hat on the floor.
"I saw what was happening there. I'd like to have a talk with you, now!" Tailine said angrily.
"Yikes! ... alright alright, I'll be getting to it. Gotta pick up my hat first though..." VARIO said and starts
picking up his hat, but as he does so an female, ugly-looking Dumb-Crow emerges from under it, ticking
off Tailine even more.
"My, how dare you doing that thing with her!!" Tailine said as she sees VARIO unknowingly staring at the
legs of the Dumb-Crow. VARIO eventually notices the Dumb-Crow and quickly hides her under the hat
again.
"There, all gone now!" VARIO said. Tailine then walks off-screen, and after she's gone VARIO takes an
extra peek inside the hat again.
"My garlic... talk about an veery ugly fellow... I better hope she doesn't ever pop up again later on!"
VARIO said to himself. Unknownst to him though, Tailine returns again with a rolling pin in her hand,
ready to hit him very hard with it. The camera then shifts to an outside view of the house, and only the
sounds of VARIO being beaten up are heard.

The last act of the day sees VARIO and Tailine's father player a card game of poker. VARIO doesn't seem
to be doing so well at the game though, and the father has got more cards and poker money than him.
"Ok then, VARIO. Show me what you've got!" the father said.
"Well, it's not much, but... I hope I'll beat ya!" VARIO said and bets his money. The father does the same,
and shows VARIO all the cards he has; a royal flush.
"Hah, looks like I'll win the game!" the father said.
"Hm. What cards have I got...?" VARIO said to himself and looks at his cards again. Out of his hands
comes all the cards the father also had, and it keeps going and going. VARIO places card after card, and
due to lack of space on the table has to place the new ones on the floor. The cards eventually stop
appearing.
"Hm, interesting... while I'am quite happy about this outcome, I still wonder how all these cards ended up
in my hand like that..." VARIO wondered to himself.
"Hrm... you cheater... and we DON'T tolerate cheaters on a game like this!" the father said and proceeds to
kick VARIO out of the house. After VARIO's been kicked out the father then tells him to not come back
again.
"And don't ever return here again, if ever!" the father said.
"But husband. I... I actually like that guy!" the mother said.
"No, you don't." the father said.
"Yes I do. Don't tell me otherwise... and I liked those pidgeons as well! Can we keep them??" the mother
said.
"No! We don't want pidgeons dropping their feces around in our house!" the father said angrily. They then
go in again and close the door, but opens the door again to let all the animals and Wario noses out. Back
inside, Tailine is now sad and heartbroken as her parents try and comfort her.
"*sobs* how can you just kick him out like that?!!" Tailine sobbed.
"Well, yell to your father for that. He apparantly doesn't like people cheating on his games... which I kinda
understand." her mother said.
"Not only that, but all the other disasters happening earlier led me to make this decision, and this is for the
best! But don't you worry, there's lots of other guys out there, perhaps even better than that VARIO fellow."
her father said.
"How coldhearted of you to say that! Don't worry Tailine dear, I'm sure VARIO didn't mean any harm." her
mother said and gives her daughter a hug.
"T-thank you mom... even if he showed trick after trick, at least he was a handsome fellow, and... he even
gave me this ring, which I will keep as my only memory of him..." Tailine said and looks at the ring on her
finger.
The top of the diamond opens up to reveal another little dynamite. The camera then shows a view of the
earth, with only a explosion being heard. Back on earth again in the house of the raccoon family, Tailine
and her parents have just had their faces blown all black by the ring.

Outside the gate to the family's house, VARIO is now sitting on the street with all the animals and stuff
around him, feeling down and depressed over the fact that everything has ended so badly.
"Sigh... I didn't want the day to end like this... all because of a stupid magic suit..." VARIO said to himself.
Just a bit away, the Mail-Dumb-Crow is bicycling on the road searching for VARIO. He has realised his
error and is now trying to locate VARIO to fix things.
"Hm. I wonder where that fat guy could be... but hey, isn't that him sitting over there?" the Mail-DumbCrow said and parks his bicycle at the side of the street VARIO is sitting on. VARIO then sees the MailDumb-Crow with a package.
"Oh, the Mail delivery guy! What are you doing here??" VARIO asked him.
"Well, I came to deliver this package to you!" the Mail-Dumb-Crow said.
"But, didn't you just deliver it to me back in the morning?!" VARIO said.
"Well, you see. I mixed up the street numbers." the Mail-Dumb-Crow said and turns the package upside
down to demonstrate. VARIO is more than relieved to know that things have finally been sorted out.
"Ah, so THAT is my box!" VARIO said.
"Yeah. The one I gave you was actually supposed to be delivered to a magician..." the Mail-Dumb-Crow
said.
"Thanks, but I've already figured it out long ago." VARIO said.
"Oh, right. Duuh-well, here's your box by the way." the Mail-Dumb-Crow said and gives the box to
VARIO. He gives the magician suit to the Mail-Dumb-Crow who shakes the dust off of it a little. Upon
doing so however all the animals and creatures that had appeared suddenly disappear into the suit, with
VARIO also mysteriously vanishing.
"Yikes, this suit really is a bit too magical for my own comfort..." the Mail-Dumb-Crow said and looks
around to see where VARIO is. Not seeing him anywhere, he heads back to his mail-bicycle again to
deliver the suit to the magician. Out of the now flattened, empty box emerges VARIO.
"Oh garlic... this impact really made me look a bit messy, including my moustache... Anyhow, I better
drive back home now and fix myself up a little." VARIO said and hops up on his bike to return home.
While driving on the road he encounters the mailman again.
"Hi again VARIO!" the Mail-Dumb-Crow greeted him.
"Yeah yeah, hello to you too." VARIO said.
"Mind the police officer ahead of you, by the way." the Mail-Dumb-Crow said.
"I'll mind him as soon as I see him." VARIO said and starts speeding ahead. Just further away from him the
same police officer VARIO encountered earlier in the day is patrolling around the street.
"Aw, not again!?" VARIO said and ends up bumping into his back once again. After putting VARIO down
on the ground again the police officer asks for his biker's license.
"Alright, black and white clad fatso. Show me your biker licence, or have a stay at the police station!" the
police officer said.

"Yeah yeah, just a moment..." VARIO said and reaches his hand into his pockets for his license, but instead
pulls out the same magician's stick he saw and used earlier.
"What the... what's this thing doing in here??" VARIO said and scratched his head in confusion, but an
devious smile then forms on his face. "Hm... this gives me an idea."
VARIO walks over to the police officer and keeps staring at him for a moment. The officer is just confused
and once again asks him for the license.
"Quit staring at me like that, fatso. Your license, or you'll be going to..." the police officer was about to
finish.
"Shh, be quiet for a while, will ya? I'll show you my license soon enough." VARIO said.
"And how soon will THAT be?" the police officer questioned him.
"You'll be finding it out..." VARIO said and waves his stick in front of the police, making smoke appear all
around the latter. In a matter of seconds after all the smoke has cleared off, the police officer has now been
transformed into Tailine.
"Well, it may not be the REAL Tailine, but it's pretty close enough." VARIO said as he keeps looking at
her. He then takes the transformed police officer and hops up onto his bike again.
"Now, we'll definitely get to know each other more. Only thing I've got left to do is make sure she has her
mind altered to be more like the actual Tailine fellow, if not more tolerating of magic tricks!" VARIO said
and drives off home with the fake Tailine. A few seconds later the mini Wario appears one final time, this
time driving on his purple car from Wario Land 4, with a huge bag of coins and treasure, and garlic behind
his seat.
"Heh heh heh, good thing I took the time to rob that raccoon family's house on treasure and garlic. They
sure had a very huge stash of that glittering gold in there!" the mini Wario said and drives off.
And that's how another story of Wario bros and Maya the Bee ends. Quite strange, I know. But what can
one say? The endings are never fully guaranteed, so any outcomes could be possible... anyhow, who knows
what episode 3 will bring to the table. What has come so far is just the beginning, and as this 2nd series
goes on things could very well become a bit more serious, but that's something for the future to decide I
suppose...
The End...

